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It is a usual thing nowadays to find your drum samples being packaged according to genre style, e.g. "vintage kits,"
"metal," "electronic," etc. There are times though that it would be best to have that kit which encompass all genres
as well as provide refreshing new sounds that you haven't thought about using at all. If you are that person (who is
either a Battery3, Drumagog, or Drum Rehab user) who wants to have a simple and versatile drum sample library
that will fit most genres as well as maintain that acoustic appeal, then MoReVox PocketSlam 01 would be a good fit
for you.
PocketSlam 01, as noted above, is a drum sample library born with the idea of providing different compact
collections of targeted samples with outstanding acoustic quality at a reasonable price. Recorded using top quality
equipment, each sample captures the nuance and realism of a real drum kit and have been processed using both
analog and digital means. Each sample has an adjustable room volume which ensures more realism. PocketSlam 01
is ideal for retriggering, the creation of powerful MIDI drum tracks, and unique drum loops making this instrument a
perfect kit for boosting your MIDI files.
Using the Battery 3 patches, you can work your way from the top class basic sounds up to 110 and more
multilayered sounds.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Samples Number: 341
Format : GOG, Drum Rehab, Raw Wav, Battery 3
Size : 200 Mb/Format
Bit Deep & Freq : 24Bit@44.1
Gog Programs : 17
Drum Rehab Programs : 63
Battery 3 Programs : 15
Lyers Nr. : 3 to 5
Variations/Samples (Room Control): 2 to 8
You can download a copy of PocketSlam 01 Acoustic Drum for only $19.95 USD. Compare that to similar drum
sample libraries of this caliber and its price range is way below the bottom Given the quality of the samples and its
seemingly low price, this item can be classified as one of those summer steals you can't wait to pass up on.
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